
 

Call  for Applicat ions:  
Wik ipedian-in-Residence for Wik iAfrica,  

At  the Africa Centre 

 
The Africa Centre (www.africacentre.net) is a pan-African thought leadership and cultural 
social innovator based in Cape Town, South Africa. One of its projects, WikiAfrica, is run in 
collaboration with lettera27 (www.lettera27.org).  

WikiAfrica uses a variety of interventions and activations to redress the critical imbalance of 
factual information about historic and contemporary Africa on the Internet’s most utilised 
information resource, Wikipedia. For more information on the project, please visit: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiAfrica, www.wikiafrica.org and 
www.africacentre.net/wikiafrica 

As an organisation and a project, we are passionate about transparency, participation, 
collaboration, and open access to information. We value and seek to encourage the 
contribution of citizen archivists, citizen historians, and citizen journalists across Africa. The 
project benefits from content partnerships with core cultural and artistic repositories, and 
individuals from across Africa through its Share Your Knowledge project.  

With these goals in mind, the Africa Centre seeks applicants for a Wikipedian in Residence for 
one year. The Wikipedian in Residence will work as: 

• Content and article liaison and writer for WikiAfrica’s content partners; 

• Community coordinator to strengthen the relationship between WikiAfrica’s partners 
and assist in building the Wikipedian community around African content;  

• Wikipedia motivator and guide who will encourage, communicate with and assist all 
new Wikipedians drawn to the project; and 

• Outreach coordinator to activate and initiate new communities around the open 
access movement. 

This may include:   

• Assisting and training GLAM content partners from inception towards sustainability; 

• Promoting and supporting individual participation in the WikiAfrica Incubator; 

• Being active within, and communicating project successes and collaborative 
opportunities to, the general Wikipedian community; 

• Seeking Wikipedian community and project collaborations to mature articles in the 
WikiAfrica incubator;  

• Encouraging the contribution of existing and new Wikipedians to new and expanded 
articles (focus is on, but not limited to, English Wikipedia); 

• Adding content to the Wikimedia Commons and Wikimedia sister sites from digital 
archives existing at the Africa Centre and from the project partners; 

• Assisting with the digitisation and online upload of archival materials;   

• Evaluating Content Partner’s progress and creating Case Studies of the Partnership; 

• Working with and training project partner staff to explain Wikipedia and Creative 
Commons practices; and 

• Communicating all content successes and general issues around the project with the 
Wikipedian community, and the interested public via direct emails, newsletter articles, 
social media and/or blog posts.   

 



ABOUT THE POSITION:  

• Monthly stipend: R8,500 per month 

• Work Schedule: 3-4 day week (depending on efficiency of tasks); one year contract, 
starting January 2013 

• Benefits: Annual and sick leave.  

• Location: Cape Town, South Africa 

• This position is ideally suited to a Post Grad student or intern.  

• Candidates will be considered from outside South Africa, however relocation and 
transport costs to Cape Town will have to be absorbed by the successful applicant. 

 

ELIGIBILITY:  

Eligible candidates must: 

• Have knowledge of Wikimedia and its project’s practices;   

• Experience in community building; 

• Be dedicated to and have experience with in the Open Movement  
(Creative Commons, Open Education Resources, etc.); 

• Have demonstrable and extensive research and writing skills in English  
(additional French language skills would be an advantage, but not essential); 

• Be online savvy and proficient in Social Media 
(XHTML and HTML coding skill is a nice to have); 

• Have experience in motivating and managing volunteers; 
• Be proactive, and work comfortably within a group or on your own; 

• Have experience in managing multiple tasks and relationships; and 

• Be passionate about Africa’s voice in the world.  

 

HOW TO APPL Y:   

Interested persons should apply by 26h November 2012.  Your application should include:  

1. Cover letter  

[Note: Include a motivation as to why you would like to be the Wikipedian in Residence; 
your Wikipedia username; and an overview of your experience as a Wikipedia editor or 
in the Open Movement.]  

2. Your CV (2 pages max.) 

3. An example of an article that you have researched and written; preferably on 
Wikipedia. 

 

Subm it your appl ication to:   

Isla Haddow-Flood, Project Manager WikiAfrica, Africa Centre 

Email your application to info@wikiafrica.net 

 

Questions?   

Isla at +21 418 3336 or via info@wikiafrica.net 


